
Ms. Perin’s Frogtastic 
3rd Grade!    

June 14, 2019 

Dear Room 5 Families, 
 Wow! I cannot believe that there is only one week of school left!  This year has 
flown by, but I guess it is true that time flies when you’re having fun!  As the year winds 
down I have been reflecting on the year and just how lucky I am to have had a whole year 
with these amazing students.  Thank you so much for letting me share this year with your 
children! 
 Below is a description of the activities we have been working on this week. 

Literacy 
In this week’s class, we have been learning about energy: what it is, how it works, and how 
it can help us. We have talked about many kinds of energy, and where we see energy at 
work. 

• High-Frequency Words:  Our watch out words this week were: robot, cozy, planet, 
tried, frozen, pilot, shady, label, lemon, tiger, spider, cover, favor, silent, diner, 
tiny, stomach, melon, hurried, and studying. Our oral vocabulary words are energy, 
natural, pollution, produce, renewable, replace, sources, and traditional. (Watch Out 
Words are the students weekly spelling words.  Oral vocabulary words are words that 
students are learning the meaning of.) 

• Comprehension Skill: Cause and Effect 
• Comprehension Strategy: Ask and Answer Questions 
• Genre: Expository Text 
• Spelling Pattern: open syllables  

Here are some activities that you can do with your child to help reinforce the skills we’ve 
be practicing. 

• Spelling/Phonics: open syllables You can read the words from the list and your child 
will spell each word. See how many words your child can spell in one minute. 

• Comprehension: cause and effect Together you will read a passage about 
hydroelectricity that explains how water provides power. Then your child will fill out a 
flow chart that shows how one event leads to another.

Math 
 We began Topic 16, Data, this week.  In this topic students will be learning about 
different kinds os graphs.  So far, students have learned and practiced creating line 
plots.  Line plots allow students to compare data more easily than a list or a table.  They 



can also be used to organize and represent data generated by measuring lengths.  Later in 
this topic students will use pictographs and bar graphs. 

Dates & Reminders 

•6/17/2019 - 6/20/19 - Week A 

•June 19th - Field Day - Please let me know if you have any interest in volunteering. 

•June 20th - LAST DAY OF SCHOOL - Dismissal at 11:45 

I hope you all have a wonderful weekend and I will see you Monday! 

Sincerely, 
Mary Perin 

mary.perin@shorelineschools.org

mailto:mary.perin@shorelineschools.org

